1. STATION BELIEVES AMUPAS-1 SHOULD NOT BE TERMINATED NOW. LINLUCK NOW LIVING WITH HER. AND SHE REPORTING ON HIM AND GUAT COMMIES. IMPLAUSABLE TO TERMINATE HER SINCE SHE GIVING GOOD INFORMATION WHICH SHE DOES NOT KNOW STATION ALSO GETTING FROM LINLUCK. HER REPORTS LINLUCK EXCELLENT CHECK ON HIM AT TIME HE NOT GIVING COMPLETE INFO HIS PLANS.

2. IN ADDITION ABOVE AMUPAS-1 HAS UNCANNY ABILITY MEET PERSONS OF INTEREST TO US. AMONG HER ACQUAINTANCES ARE COLOMBIAN NIC BOL AMERICAN MEXI COMMIES. ALSO HER STANDING WITH AREVALO EVEN BETTER BECAUSE OF HER DEPORTATION. WITH AREVALO COMING MEXI EARLY 62 SHE WILL BE EXCELLENT SOURCE INFO RE HIS POLITICAL MOVEMENT AND ATTEMPTS GAIN GUAT PRESIDENCY.

3. RE PARA 3 REF WAITING RETURN CLYDE K SHYLOCK.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENTS: *ACTION UNIT DETERMINED AS THOUGH INDICATOR D Y Q/R4 USED.

**SUGGESTED AMUPAS/1 BE TERMINATED UNLESS MEXI DEEMS CONTINUED UTILIZATION WARRANTED AS RECOMMENDED BY SHYLOCK DURING HQS CONSULTATION.